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Thesis
There is a gap between generations in gaming. Older adults should be able to feel 
comfortable in wanting to try gaming and the younger generation should be 
welcoming and open to a new target audience.



Proposal
Using animation (a medium that all generations love) I intend on making a short that 
can bridge the gap between the current generation and the older generations and 
encourage the older generation to try gaming. 



Research



Research
There’s plenty of reasons as to why the older generations tend to stay away from video games. 

● The classic violence argument, lack of understanding the technical side of the games, generally not 
having time to play, or they don’t want the competitive aspect of games.

● They can improve mental capabilities, drive away depression and loneliness, and develop new skills. 
● There has been a significant uptick in older adults playing video games such as Animal Crossing, 

Skyrim, PUBG, and plenty others. 
● Some have made YouTube channels and started using Twitch to stream the games they play to the 

audience they have acquired. These people are 50+ and have expressed that playing the games has 
made them happier and have developed communities surrounding the games they play.



Links to Articles
https://arstechnica.com/gaming/2019/01/tales-of-an-aging-gamer-why-dont-i-pick-u
p-a-controller-as-often-as-i-used-to/

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/305216159_Do_Older_Adults_Hate_Vide
o_Games_until_they_Play_them_A_Proof-of-Concept_Study

https://www.thedrum.com/news/2021/05/27/gaming-has-countless-benefits-the-eld
erly-why-have-marketers-shunned-them

https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/video-games/older-people-are-embracing-video-ga
mes-some-stardom-n1047906

https://arstechnica.com/gaming/2019/01/tales-of-an-aging-gamer-why-dont-i-pick-up-a-controller-as-often-as-i-used-to/
https://arstechnica.com/gaming/2019/01/tales-of-an-aging-gamer-why-dont-i-pick-up-a-controller-as-often-as-i-used-to/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/305216159_Do_Older_Adults_Hate_Video_Games_until_they_Play_them_A_Proof-of-Concept_Study
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/305216159_Do_Older_Adults_Hate_Video_Games_until_they_Play_them_A_Proof-of-Concept_Study
https://www.thedrum.com/news/2021/05/27/gaming-has-countless-benefits-the-elderly-why-have-marketers-shunned-them
https://www.thedrum.com/news/2021/05/27/gaming-has-countless-benefits-the-elderly-why-have-marketers-shunned-them
https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/video-games/older-people-are-embracing-video-games-some-stardom-n1047906
https://www.nbcnews.com/tech/video-games/older-people-are-embracing-video-games-some-stardom-n1047906


Characters



Trevor and Grandpa

Who they are

Trevor would rather be anywhere than be with Grandpa. Grandpa loves Trevor and is always happy to 
see him even if Trevor’s not in the room with him.



Trevor Inspiration - Edgy teens and gamers



Grandpa Inspiration - Comfort



Trevor head shape concepts

Trevor is a 
jerk! Make 
him look like 
one!

He’s kinda 
cringe!



Grandpa head shape concepts

Just a jolly 
guy! Been 
here for a 
while and is 
content with 
life.



Character style 1 - My personal style

Wow I 
drew this



Character style 2 - Jonni Phillips
I plan on taking 
some inspiration 
from Jonni when it 
comes to 
heightened 
expressions.



Character style 3 - 90’s Nicktoons

I just think 
Nicktoons 
are neat.



Trevor Expressions

Usually mad! Or 
frustrated! Or both! 



Grandpa Expressions
Grandpa is always 
happy to be here! 
Always has a smile on 
his face! 



Trevor Turnaround





Streamer / Champion concepts



Gameplay







Station wagon Sketch



Environment



Grandpa’s House
Roughly based off my 
grandparent’s house!



Grandpa’s house elements
Imagine an old 
person’s 
house.

Cool that’s 
Grandpa’s 
house.

Bit of a 
hoarder, still 
has a 
computer 
room in the 
year 2021.



Game Championship Arena
Huge arena. 
Might use 
perspective 
liberally. 

Esport 
stadiums are 
ridiculous. 
Why does the 
Fortnite one 
look like a 
soccer 
stadium.



Environment 1 - Inspo: Ben 10

Big thing from here: the noise filter. I never noticed it until about a month ago. It adds… well… noise and it makes 
it look complete even if that background is simple



Environment 2 - Inspo: Regular Show

Nice and simple! I enjoy how there’s only so many lines, adds focus to the characters. Watercolor adds 
texture that pencil can’t create.



Environment 3 - Inspo: Xerox Era Disney

Sketchy and quick. Overlapping lines and asymmetry add detail even if there isn’t any actual intricacy. 
Implied detail.



Implied Detail Further Explanation



Background Style Concept



With Characters



Slight Variations



BG Improved



Stadium Draft



Stadium Improved



Scene Concept



Backgrounds











And now…



For the grand finale…



Here’s my BFA




